a new
skylife
San Francisco International Airport’s Terminal 2 is a showcase
for sustainable design and a clarion call for the return
to the joy of travel.
Travelers will enjoy the highest level of comfort and control in
an atmosphere that champions a respect for the environment
without compromising style and functionality.
Terminal 2 is a living, breathing part of the way we fly and thrive.
This interactive plan reveals exactly how that happens.
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Departures Curb
The Terminal 2 experience begins before ever entering
the building. Click on the icons to learn more.
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Departures Curb

Creativity

Artist Norie Sato was commissioned to
create “Air Over Under,” a bold depiction
of clouds that spans the entire front of the
building. The sky is a key design theme of
Terminal 2.
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Departures Curb

Conservation

Glass canopies and curtain walls enable
natural daylight to enter the hall, and
minimize the amount of electric lighting
needed within the ticketing hall – by over
20percent. The low emission glass regulates
both heat and glare, thanks to tiny ceramic
dots embedded in the surface.
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Convenient

Transparency makes finding airline
counters easy and convenient.

Departures Curb
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South Ticketing Hall:
Virgin America
Passenger ticketing is streamlined with self-service
stations alongside traditional counter service.
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South Ticketing Hall:
Virgin America

Conservation

Terrazzo flooring throughout the concourse
is not only pleasing to the eye but also
the environment. It incorporates recycled
content—from glass chips.
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South Ticketing Hall:
Virgin America

Comfort

The clean, open space of the ticketing hall
allows for easy sightlines. Bold and simple
signage supports the traveler’s intuition in
locating check-in options and boarding gates.
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South Ticketing Hall:
Virgin America

Convenient
Air tram travelers disembark directly into the
ticketing hall via a skyway.
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North Ticketing Hall:
American Airlines
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North Ticketing Hall:
American Airlines

Creativity

Artist Kendall Buster’s suspended
“Topograph” continues the story of air and
surface, material and immaterial, with a
sculptural piece made from powder-coated
steel tubing and greenhouse shade cloth.
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Conservation

Thanks to a state-of-the-art displacement
ventilation system, the building naturally
maintains a perfect 70 degrees. The
filtered air system brings cool air in at waistlevel, naturally causing warmer air to rise.
The effect is barely perceptible and, like the
human body, is self-regulated in direct relationship with the temperature outside.

North Ticketing Hall:
American Airlines
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Security
Some things will never change. Security is still a serious
commitment at SFO, but so is the environment.
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Security

Conservation

Sleekly designed receptacles help travelers
divide prohibited materials such as food
and beverages into appropriate recycling
and composting bins.
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Security

Creativity

While security can be a stressful experience,
passengers catch glimpses of the comfort
and calm that awaits them beyond security.
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Comfort

Go ahead—take a deep breath! You’re
still enjoying the fresh air and comfortable
temperature provided by the displacement
ventilation system.

Security
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Recompose:
Regroup, Refresh, Redirect
Having passed through security, passengers flow
into Recompose, a haven that’s aglow with daylight
and replete with generous seating.
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Recompose:
Regroup, Refresh, Redirect

Creativity

Artist Janet Echelman continues the
conversation begun by Norie Sato and
Kendall Buster with “Air Ocean,” a series of
three sculptural forms inspired by air and
water. Like jellyfish, the sculptures undulate
while shadow-play dances on the ceilings
and floor.
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Recompose:
Regroup, Refresh, Redirect

Comfort

Here, passengers can put on their shoes
and gather their belongings in comfort, while
scanning the shops and restaurants that
line the walk toward the departure gates.
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Recompose:
Regroup, Refresh, Redirect

Conservation
Daylight streaming through skylights and
clerestories give a sense of place and time,
a refreshing transition from security to the
departure gates and lounges just beyond.
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Restroom
Restrooms are not only easily identified,
they’re luxuriously well-appointed.
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Restroom

Comfort

Lighting is designed to replicate natural
daylight, while earth tones, plants, and
vanity areas bring a sense of warmth and
elegance.
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Conservation

Urinals in the Men’s Restroom, just around
this wall, are “low-flush,” using only ½
gallon of water per flush.

Restroom
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Restroom

Conservation
Dyson Air Blade hand dryers dry hands more
quickly and efficiently than paper towels, thus
reducing a considerable amount of waste
and using 80 percent less energy.
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Restroom

Conservation
A dual plumbing system allows the airport
to use reclaimed water for the toilets
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The Retail Concourse
Dining and shopping options are more than Bay
Area inspired—they’re a direct reflection of local
merchants and products.
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The Retail Concourse

Conservation
Terrazzo flooring throughout the concourse
is not only pleasing to the eye but also
the environment. It incorporates recycled
content —from glass chips.
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The Retail Concourse

Conservation

Still feeling comfortable? Probably thanks
in part to the “lungs” of T2: The displacement
ventilation system is quietly at work here too.
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The Retail Concourse

Creativity
The Marketplace harkens to San Francisco’s
Ferry Building with its offering of organic foods
and beverages, making it easy to plan that
picnic in the sky.

33.2

See that box right
Lounge:
outside
window?
a new this Departures
Eat, Drink, Play, Relax
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Recycling
Why waste a good thing? By

It's where all the solid waste generated
at the terminal
before
A members’
club goes
where
everyone’s
each item is recycled or composted. This means we don’t take up
space in crowded landfills and we have a lower carbon footprint.

recycling that bottle, can, or
anewspaper,
member. we put less pressure
on our Earth’s natural resources.

Composting
Farm to fork to...farm. All food
waste and service ware here in the
terminal is composted, giving
valuable nutrients back to the soil
and restoring vitality to our farms
and fields.

Constructio
& Demolitio

Keeping the big stuff out of la

We make sure debris generat
during airport construction pr

never ends up as mere garba
Over 90% of the waste genera

during the construction of thi

Comfort

terminal was recycled or salv

The gate lounges permit travelers to
naturally choose how they’ll spend their
time waiting. Those not on the clock may
opt for a drink in the Cat Cora lounge, one
of many signature F&B offerings with an
emphasis on fresh and local (Hangar One
vodka and tonic, anyone?).

Take a peek
in our backyard

See that box right
outside this window?
It's where all the solid waste generated at the terminal goes before
each item is recycled or composted. This means we don’t take up
space in crowded landfills and we have a lower carbon footprint.

Recycling
Why waste a good thing? By
recycling that bottle, can, or
newspaper, we put less pressure
on our Earth’s natural resources.

Constru
& Demo
Composting
Farm to fork to...farm. All food
waste and service ware here in the
terminal is composted, giving
valuable nutrients back to the soil
and restoring vitality to our farms
and fields.

Keeping the big stuff
We make sure debris
during airport constr
never ends up as me
Over 90% of the was
during the construct
terminal was recycle
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outside this window?
It's where all the solid waste generated at the terminal goes before
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Recycling
Why waste a good thing? By
recycling that bottle, can, or
newspaper, we put less pressure
on our Earth’s natural resources.

space in crowded landfills and we have a lower carbon footprint.
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Composting
Farm to fork to...farm. All food
waste and service ware here in the
terminal is composted, giving
valuable nutrients back to the soil
and restoring vitality to our farms

Departures Lounge:
Eat, Drink, Play, Relax

and fields.
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Convenient

Take a peek
in our backyard

See that box right
outside this window?
It's where all the solid waste generated at the terminal goes before
each item is recycled or composted. This means we don’t take up
space in crowded landfills and we have a lower carbon footprint.

The gate lounges permit travelers to
naturally choose how they’ll spend their
time waiting: for many business travelers
it will be working at one of the many
task-stations available with power sockets
and, of course, free Wi-Fi.

Recycling
Why waste a good thing? By
recycling that bottle, can, or
newspaper, we put less pressure
on our Earth’s natural resources.

Constru
& Demo
Composting
Farm to fork to...farm. All food
waste and service ware here in the
terminal is composted, giving
valuable nutrients back to the soil
and restoring vitality to our farms
and fields.

Keeping the big stuff
We make sure debris
during airport constr
never ends up as me
Over 90% of the was
during the construct
terminal was recycle
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Departures Lounge:
Eat, Drink, Play, Relax

Creativity

Take a peek
in our backyard

See that box right
outside this window?
It's where all the solid waste generated at the terminal goes before
each item is recycled or composted. This means we don’t take up
space in crowded landfills and we have a lower carbon footprint.

A kinetic sculpture designed by Charles
Sowers invites children to turn a crank
raising “butterflies” upwards, which then
flutter down.

Recycling
Why waste a good thing? By
recycling that bottle, can, or
newspaper, we put less pressure
on our Earth’s natural resources.

Constru
& Demo
Composting
Farm to fork to...farm. All food
waste and service ware here in the
terminal is composted, giving
valuable nutrients back to the soil
and restoring vitality to our farms
and fields.

Keeping the big stuff
We make sure debris
during airport constr
never ends up as me
Over 90% of the was
during the construct
terminal was recycle
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Departures Lounge:
Eat, Drink, Play, Relax

Take a peek
in our backyard

Creativity

Traveling with children is always a challenge,
but the lounges at Terminal 2 have that
covered with two separate play areas that
are directly in view of the many food and
beverage options—giving parents some
much-needed downtime before boarding.

See that box right
outside this window?
It's where all the solid waste generated at the terminal goes before
each item is recycled or composted. This means we don’t take up
space in crowded landfills and we have a lower carbon footprint.

Recycling
Why waste a good thing? By
recycling that bottle, can, or
newspaper, we put less pressure
on our Earth’s natural resources.

Constru
& Demo
Composting
Farm to fork to...farm. All food
waste and service ware here in the
terminal is composted, giving
valuable nutrients back to the soil
and restoring vitality to our farms
and fields.

Context
Scale: 3/8" = 1'-0"

Keeping the big stuff
We make sure debris
during airport constr
never ends up as me
Over 90% of the was
during the construct
terminal was recycle
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Departures Lounge:

Take Eat,
a peek
Drink, Play, Relax
in our backyard

Recycling

See that box right
outside this window?

Why waste a good thing? By
recycling that bottle, can, or
newspaper, we put less pressure
on our Earth’s natural resources.

It's where all the solid waste generated at the terminal goes before
each item is recycled or composted. This means we don’t take up
space in crowded landfills and we have a lower carbon footprint.

Constru
& Demo
Composting
Farm to fork to...farm. All food
waste and service ware here in the
terminal is composted, giving
valuable nutrients back to the soil
and restoring vitality to our farms
and fields.

Creativity

Context
Scale: 3/8" = 1'-0"

SFO - LEED Education Signage Program

Artist Walter Kitundu designed two wooden
benches which double as marimbas.
Shaped like bird wings, children use rubber
mallets to discover how each tone represents
a California birdsong. Played sequentially,
children can create their own melodies and
harmonize with those playing the opposite
bench.

Keeping the big stuff
We make sure debris
during airport constr
never ends up as me
Over 90% of the was
during the construct
terminal was recycle

Take a peek
in our backyard
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Departures Lounge:
Eat, Drink, Play, Relax

See that box right
outside this window?
It's where all the solid waste generated at the terminal goes before
each item is recycled or composted. This means we don’t take up
space in crowded landfills and we have a lower carbon footprint.

Context
Scale: 3/8" = 1'-0"

SFO - LEED Education Signage Program
October 14, 2010

Conservation

Recycling
Why waste a good thing? By
recycling that bottle, can, or
newspaper, we put less pressure

Constru
& Demo

on our Earth’s natural resources.

Many travelers will make the choice to use
the terminal’s “Hydration Station” and fill
their own water containers with crisp,
Sierra Nevada spring water—a delicious
and ecological alternative to commercial
bottled water.

Composting

Keeping the big stuff

Farm to fork to...farm. All food
waste and service ware here in the
terminal is composted, giving
valuable nutrients back to the soil
and restoring vitality to our farms
and fields.

never ends up as me
Over 90% of the was
during the construct
terminal was recycle

We make sure debris
during airport constr
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Departures Lounge:
Eat, Drink, Play, Relax

Conservation

See that box right
outside this window?
It's where all the solid waste generated at the terminal goes before
each item is recycled or composted. This means we don’t take up
space in crowded landfills and we have a lower carbon footprint.

Recycling

Innovative and creative window graphics
offer an inspiring way to learn about the
terminal’s recycling and zero waste programs,
making the structure itself a living example
of what travelers can duplicate at home.

Why waste a good thing? By
recycling that bottle, can, or
newspaper, we put less pressure
on our Earth’s natural resources.

Construction
& Demolition
Composting
Farm to fork to...farm. All food
waste and service ware here in the
terminal is composted, giving
valuable nutrients back to the soil
and restoring vitality to our farms
and fields.

Keeping the big stuff out of landfill.
We make sure debris generated
during airport construction projects
never ends up as mere garbage.
Over 90% of the waste generated
during the construction of this
terminal was recycled or salvaged.
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Arrivals Lounge
Welcome home. The “front door” to the city, the Arrivals
Lounge offers a warm and welcoming place for friends
and families to reconnect.
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Arrivals Lounge

Creativity
The Airport museum’s collection is notable,
and it includes three tapestries by Marc
Adams depicting Bay Area flora and fauna.
Unseen for over 20 years, their rich colors
bring warmth and texture to the room.
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Arrivals Lounge

Conservation
Displacement ventilation keeps air fresh and
comfortable, especially for those who have
endured six hours of cabin air.
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Comfort
A café offers pleasant place to wait and watch
for loved ones to emerge from the concourse,
which is in easy view.

Arrivals Lounge

